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Before they were legends, they were friends.All for one and one for all!On a family trip to Paris,
Greg Rich's parents disappear. They're not just missing from the city—they're missing from the
century. So Greg does what any other fourteen-year-old would do: He travels through time to
rescue them.Greg soon finds out that his family history is tied to the legendary Three
Musketeers. But when he meets them, they're his age, and they'll only live long enough to
become true heroes if he can save them. To rescue his parents, Greg must assume the identity
of a young Musketeer in training and unite Athos, Porthos, and Aramis—but a powerful enemy is
doing everything possible to stop him.

“From the gripping first sentence...the excitement never flags in this newly imagined Musketeer
adventure. Using Alexandre Dumas’ stories as a jumping-off point, Gibbs mixes fact, fantasy and
thrills to create a galloping swashbuckler.” (Kirkus Reviews)“[An] action-packed tale.” (Publishers
Weekly)“Gibbs’ playful, action-packed twist on the classic novel includes plenty of humor as
Greg attempts to fit into medieval life. An entertaining premise and high adventure.” (ALA
Booklist)About the AuthorStuart Gibbs is the author of the FunJungle series as well as the New
York Times bestselling Spy School and Moon Base Alpha series. He has written the screenplays
for movies like See Spot Run and Repli-Kate, worked on many animated films, and developed
TV shows for Nickelodeon, Disney Channel, ABC, and Fox. Stuart lives with his wife and two
children in Los Angeles. You can visit him online at www.stuartgibbs.com.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. Very good. I liked the funny part about medieval France
being stinky and overall cesspit.I was slain by Dominic Richelieu”

cecilia Willeford, “Great intro to the series, probably my favorite book. When I got this book I was
super excited. The first chapter makes you want to read more. I would defy recommend this book
if you like time travel.”

Andrew M., “The. I liked how he made the book go back in time and let’s you picture the
characters because the are no pictures”

Kacie Fleck, “Super book. This book is exciting and I learned a lot about medieval times. I could
barely take my eyes off the book!”

Heidi Grange, “Fun galore.. Lots of fun. I enjoyed the characters and the fast moving plot. A
winning series from one of my favorite authors.”

Anita Branstetter, “Another great one by Gibbs!. Great read! I have yet to be disappointed by a
Stuart Gibbs book. However, unlike all the others I've read by him, it was a lot less of a mystery,
and a lot more of a adventure. Nothing wrong with that, though. I definitely recommend it and
can't wait to read the next one!”

Bliss KS, “Great author. Great book.  My son loves it!”

Blue Puffin, “Great book for junior kids.. Perfect for party fillers after a fencing party.”

Steffers, “... quite as keen on this book - not as funny. Son loves this author but no quite as keen
on this book - not as funny”

clare pagdin, “lhe last musketeer. omg it waas incred. the page turners made it interesting to
read on. i loved the plot twist on Dominic richela where he is micheal.”

Darragh Howard, “page turner... I loved reading this with my daughter.. great story, excellent
historical facts sprinkled in there and a real page turner..”

KB, “Really great for my 11 year old son. My 11 year old son loved all the books in this series.”

The book by Stuart Gibbs has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 570 people have provided feedback.
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